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In Australia we have our own Mount Gibraltar named after the famous

one presumably because its form suggested some visual similarities to the

early European explorers. I have had a very long engagement with this

Mount Gibraltar. Ever since my earliest train journeys up into the

Southern Highlands  a hundred and twenty kilometres south from

Sydney, while I was still a schoolboy. I used to come here to learn the art,

science, alchemy, craft and lore of handmade pottery from Nicholas

Lisdstone at the Berrima Pottery. Nicholas was the first apprentice of Les

Blakeborough, at the Sturt Pottery workshop. Les was the apprentice of

Ivan McMeekin along with Gwyn Hanssen Pigott. Ivan trained with

Michael Cardew before coming to Australia to found the Sturt Pottery

here in Mittagong. Heady romantic days, when anything was possible,

there was still a place called ‘away’ and dreams were a special kind of

reality that hadn’t yet come to pass.

Fig 1. Blue/grey to red/brown oil spot tenmoku, Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust glazed bowl

I was in this frame of mind when Nicholas Lidstone drove me up to the

old Pope’s dust quarry on ‘The Gib’ to see it all happening (it was called

Pope’s dust, because a Mr Pope ran the workings). The blasting,

earthmoving, rumbling of heavy machinery, the chomp, chomp, pounding



of the crusher, the banging, whirring rattle and hum of the sizing screens.

All this as we zig-zagged our way higher and higher up to the quarry

face, that huge looming black mass, that magnificent sheet of rock. It’s

glowering presence towering above us. I couldn’t help but feel

insignificant in its presence. Awestruck at the thought that I am now

inside what was once molten rock.

Fig 2. Black to red/brown oil spot tenmoku, Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust glaze.

Initially, aspects of Shinto come to mind. However, Looking at natures

awesome power and majesty, I try not too dwell on the recent camp fire,

empty beer cans, broken bottles, condoms and wrecked car parts. This old

single use quarry has learnt the modern skill of multitasking. It has also

been renamed. I am used to calling it Mt Gib ‘syenite’, a medium grained

rock, however, I see on a recent geological survey that it is now described

as an ‘analcime basinite’. Nothing stays the same, not even rocks.



Fig 3. Black to silver oil spot Mt Gibraltar Popes dust glazed bowl

All is quiet now as I wander around the old workings. It smells different

too, there are no diesel fumes from the heavy trucks, no rock dust in the

air. It is now a quiet place of immense presence, ideal for reflection and

introspection. I wander and muse, stooping to pick up small spalls from

the quarry floor. It is interesting that my first and lasting impression of

that immense towering spinnaker of shiny, smooth, black stone isn’t. It

isn’t really black at all. How memory invents itself! As I meander about

the old quarry face I see that this monolith is made up of many shades

and textures, none of which are truly black. I see brown, grey, ginger,

cream and rust. I see on close inspection that the textures range from

coarse granular through fine grained to smooth, and including all manner

of pittings, pock marks and pinholes.



Fig 4.  Grid tile of Pope’s dust rock glaze tests

I take a small selection of various colours and textures of these spalls.

The smallest pieces are easily crushed to dust and when melted in my kiln

produce a surprising range of colours for my potters palette. I always

expect

Fig 5. Blue/black to brown oil spot Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust syenite glazed bowl



the same old brown/olive green, but in this case I am pleased to find a

mottled blue, a green and a black, in addition to the usual brown. There is

however a mottled brown of rather interesting variations that I recognise

as a precursor to ‘oil spot’ tenmoku. This is worthy of further

investigation. I feel that it is only fitting that this ancient stone should

reveal an aspect of this ancient glaze archetype. Little understood and

rarely practiced. Successive generations of potters from Sturt have used

this local stone to make the glaze known as ‘tea dust’, a yellow/green

crystalline glaze, but I’m not interested in doing what I know can be

done. I like the excitement of new challenges, the thrill of the chase.

Once I understand something, I quickly loose interest.

Fig. 6 Brown/black to silver Mt. Gib oil spot

Because the quarry has been closed for some years now, there are no

crushers or machinery left on the site, there is no easy access to rock dust.

I select suitably small pieces of material that will pass through my jaw

crusher and then ball mill to appropriate fineness. I line blend with lime

and silica to get a range of colours and surfaces. A little extra variation is

obtained by introducing 10% of ash obtained by burning my fruit tree

orchard prunings and/or a little basalt from the local basalt flow called

Mt. Wanganderry, located just opposite Mt Gibraltar.



Fig 7.  Black to brown Mt. Gib oil spot 

An extra dimension is added to the range of glazes by firing the recipes

on different clay bodies varying from white through a range of browns to

almost black, all prepared from ground weathered stone materials

obtained locally with in my Shire.

Fig 8. Blue/black to brown oil spot Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust syenite glazed bowl

We recently had some potter friends to visit, these well trained, travelled

and educated folk were full of thoughtful comments about my recent

work. We examined samples of my local ground rock clay bodies and

glazes. Smelling, touching, working and even tasting the minerals being

considdered. These are ‘real’ clay bodies made on site here in my

workshop in Balmoral Village in the Southern Highlands by the most

ancient of techniques involving crushing, grinding, washing, levigating



and ageing. Some have qualities that cannot be purchased, but most

importantly, they represent me in this environment.

Fig 9. Black to metallic brown oil spot Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust glaze

Fig 10. Blue/green/honey to yellow/silver pseudo oil spot Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust
glaze

As we break open the packs of ageing clay, there is that special smell of

wet earth, we sniff, reflect and discourse thoughtfully, as if we are

discussing vintage wine. This clay is a serious business. We dissect its

qualities and compare it to other ‘vintage’ clays from both here and

overseas.



Fig 11. Blue/green/black/honey to yellow  Mt. Gib Pope’s dust pseudo oil spot glazed
bowl

Fig 12. Teal blue/honey to brown pseudo oil spot Mt Gibraltar Pope’s dust glaze.

The tear, the crumble, the stretch, coil and break point. But it’s that earthy

smell that tells so much about its origins. Natural clay straight from the

ground that isn’t made from heat-treated and sterile ingredients and

without chlorinated water. Clay washed in cloudy dam water, the home of

yabbies and frogs, or weathered rock milled using rain-water off the rusty

iron roof and stored in the old tin tank behind the pottery, steeped in

acidic tannins from the eucalypt gum leaves in the gutters. This is not just



a romantic idyll. The Ph of the water is important as is its faunal floc.

There are many critical choices to be made all the way through the

process. Everything is considered, everything is important and everything

takes time.

Clays and glazes like these can’t be purchased, they have to be created

with care and attention to detail, but most of all it takes time. In this post-

modern globalised world, time is the most precious ingredient that is an

integral part of my materials and the resulting work derived from them.

Fig 13. Black/teal blue/green to yellow pseudo oil spot Mt Gibraltar syenite glazed

bowl

One of the most rewarding aspects of this recent work for me as the

maker, after the wonderful range of interesting surfaces that I was able to

coax out of this local quarry, is the fact that as all these glazes have to be

fired in oxidation, they were fired in my small electric kiln using the

excess of clean green solar electricity generated from our photovoltaic

solar panel installation. Some pieces were re-fired in reduction to bring

out a greater range of colours.



Fig 14. 30 Sq. metres of solar PV panels (3,000 watts) on the kiln shed roof with part
of our organic vegetable garden and orchard behind.

These few precious pieces represent a loose hybrid of post-modern

thinking and old fashioned hard work applied to ancient archetypes.

These bowls are not just more of the cheap throw-away globalised junk

we’re constantly bombarded with, they are real things, well of course all

ceramics are real, these bowls then are ‘unreal’. They are a part of this

ancient Australian landscape, objects of interest and beauty that will last

as long as the Gib itself. Maybe some things do stay the same.

Steve Harrison, Balmoral Village, 2008
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